**SmartSAMM Ready Reckoner for liner changing at 2,500 milkings.**

Step 1. Identify total number of milking cows e.g. 350 cows (top arrow)
Step 2. Identify total number of clusters in farm dairy e.g. 32 bail rotary (side arrow)
Step 3. Identify colour of cell where these 2 intersect i.e. 114 days between liner changes, orange (encircled)
Step 4. Find colour in “Months between liner changes” mini-Table
   Colour relates to months between liner changes (2500 milkings) i.e. 4 months
   NB for 5,000 milkings, double the month number.

**Number of ‘DAYS’ per liner changes**

For more information go to:
smartsamm.co.nz
milksmart.co.nz